ObjectNet: A large-scale bias-controlled dataset for pushing the limits of object recognition models
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Abstract

We collect a large real-world test set, ObjectNet, for object recognition with controls where object backgrounds, rotations, and imaging viewpoints are random. Most scientific experiments have controls, confounds which are removed from the data, to ensure that subjects cannot perform a task by exploiting trivial correlations in the data. Historically, large machine learning and computer vision datasets have lacked such controls. This has resulted in models that must be fine-tuned for new datasets and perform better on datasets than in real-world applications. When tested on ObjectNet, object detectors show a 40-45% drop in performance, with respect to their performance on other benchmarks, due to the controls for biases. Controls make ObjectNet robust to fine-tuning showing only small performance increases. We develop a highly automated platform that enables gathering datasets with controls by crowdsourcing image capturing and annotation. ObjectNet is the same size as the ImageNet test set (50,000 images), and by design does not come paired with a training set in order to encourage generalization. The dataset is both easier than ImageNet – objects are largely centered and unoccluded – and harder, due to the controls. Although we focus on object recognition here, data with controls can be gathered at scale using automated tools throughout machine learning to generate datasets that exercise models in new ways thus providing valuable feedback to researchers. This work opens up new avenues for research in generalizable, robust, and more human-like computer vision and in creating datasets where results are predictive of real-world performance.

1 Introduction

Datasets are of central importance to computer vision and more broadly machine learning. Particularly with the advent of techniques that are less well understood from a theoretical point of view, raw performance on datasets is now the major driver of new developments and the major feedback about the state of the field. Yet, as a community, we collect datasets in a way that is unusual compared to other scientific fields. We rely almost exclusively on dataset size to minimize confounds (artificial correlations between the correct labels and features in the input), to attest unusual phenomena, and encourage generalization. Unfortunately, scale is not enough because of rare events and biases – Sun et al. [1] provide evidence that we should expect to see logarithmic performance increases as a function of dataset size alone. The sources of data that datasets draw on today are highly biased, e.g., object class is correlated with backgrounds [2], and omit many phenomena, e.g., objects appear in stereotypical rotations with little occlusion. The resulting datasets themselves are similarly biased [3].
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Figure 1: Performance on ObjectNet for high-performing detectors trained on ImageNet in recent years: AlexNet [4], VGG-19 [5], ResNet-152 [6], Inception-v4 [7], NASNET-A [8], and PNASNet-5 Large [9]. Solid lines show top-1 performance, dashed lines show top-5 performance. ImageNet performance on all 1000 classes is shown in green. ImageNet performance on classes that overlap with ObjectNet is shown in blue; the two overlap in 113 classes out of 313 ObjectNet classes, which are only slightly more difficult than the average ImageNet class. Performance on ObjectNet for those overlapping classes. We see a 40-45% drop in performance. Object detectors have improved substantially. Performance on ObjectNet tracks performance on ImageNet but the gap between the two remains large.

In other areas of science, such issues are controlled for with careful data creation and curation that intentionally covers phenomena and controls for biases – important ideas that do not easily scale to large datasets. For example, models for natural language inference, NLI, that perform well on large datasets fail when systematically varying aspects of the input [10], but these are not collected at scale. In computer vision, datasets like CLEVR [11] do the same through simulation, but simulated data is much easier for modern detectors than real-world data. We show that with significant automation and crowdsourcing, you can have scale and controls in real-world data and that this provides feedback about the phenomena that must be understood to achieve human-level accuracy.

ObjectNet is a new large crowdsourced test set for object recognition that includes controls for object rotations, viewpoints, and backgrounds. Objects are posed by workers in their own homes in natural settings according to specific instructions detailing what object class they should use, how and where they should pose the object, and where to image the scene from. Every image is annotated with these properties, allowing us to test how well object detectors work across these conditions. Each of these properties is randomly sampled leading to a much more varied dataset.

In effect, we are removing some of the brittle priors that object detectors can exploit to perform well on existing datasets. Overall, current object detectors experience a large performance loss, 40-45%, when such priors are removed; see fig. 1 for performance comparisons. Each of the controls removes a prior and degrades the performance of detectors; see fig. 2 for sample images from the dataset. Practically, this means that an important feedback for the community about the limitations of models is missing, and that performance on datasets is limited as a predictor of the performance users can expect on their own unrelated tasks.
Figure 2: ImageNet (left column) often shows objects on typical backgrounds, with few rotations, and few viewpoints. Typical ObjectNet objects are imaged in many rotations, on different backgrounds, from multiple viewpoints. The first three columns show chairs varying by the three properties that are being controlled for: rotation, background, and viewpoint. One can see the large variety introduced to the dataset because of these manipulations. ObjectNet images are lightly cropped for this figure due to inconsistent aspect ratios. Most detectors fail on most of the images included in ObjectNet.

To encourage generalization, we make three other unusual choices when constructing ObjectNet. First, ObjectNet is only a test set, and does not come paired with a training set. Separating training and test set collection may be an important tool to avoid correlations between the two which are easily accessible to large models but not detectable by humans. Since humans easily generalize to new datasets, adopting this separation can encourage new machine learning techniques that do the same. Second, while ObjectNet will be freely available, it comes with an important stipulation: one cannot update the parameters of any model for any reason on the images present in ObjectNet. While fine-tuning for transfer learning is common, it encourages overfitting to particular datasets – we disallow fine-tuning but report such experiments in section 4.3 to demonstrate the robustness of the dataset. Third, we mark every image by a one pixel red border that must be removed on the fly before testing. As large-scale web datasets are gathered, there is a danger that data will leak between the training and test sets of different datasets. This has already happened, as Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011, a popular dataset, and ImageNet were discovered to have overlap putting into question some results [12]. With test set images marked by a red border and available online, one can perform reverse image search and determine if an image is included in any training set anywhere. We encourage all computer vision datasets – not just ones for object detection – to adopt this standard.
While it includes controls, ObjectNet is not hard in arbitrary ways. It is in many ways intentionally easy compared to ImageNet or other datasets. Objects are highly centralized in the image, they are rarely occluded and even then lightly so, and many backgrounds are not particularly cluttered. In other senses, ObjectNet is harder, a small percentage of viewpoints, rotations, and even object instances, are also difficult for humans. This demonstrates a much wider range of difficulty and provides an opportunity to also test the limits of human object recognition – if object detectors are to augment or replace humans, such knowledge is critical. Our overall goal is to test the bias of detectors and their ability to generalize to specific manipulations, not to just create images that are difficult for arbitrary reasons. Future versions of the dataset will ratchet up this difficulty in terms of clutter, occlusion, lighting, etc. with additional controls for these properties.

Our contributions are:

1. a new methodology to evaluate computer vision approaches on datasets that have controls,
2. an automated platform to gather data at scale for computer vision,
3. a new object recognition test set, ObjectNet, consisting of 50,000 images (the same size as the ImageNet test set) and 313 object classes, and
4. an analysis of biases at scale and the role of fine-tuning.

2 Related work

Many large datasets for object recognition exist such as ImageNet [13], MS COCO [14], and OpenImages [15]. While the training sets for these datasets are huge, the test sets are comparable to the size of the dataset presented here, with ImageNet having 50,000 test images, MS COCO having 81,434, and OpenImages having 125,436, compared to ObjectNet’s 50,000 test images. Such datasets are collected from repositories of existing images, particularly Flickr, which consist of photographs – images that users want to share online. This intent biases against many object instances, backgrounds, rotations, occlusion, lighting conditions, etc. Biases lead simultaneously to models that do not transfer well between datasets [3] – detectors pick up on biases inside a dataset and fail when those biases change – and that achieve good performance with little fine-tuning on new datasets [16] – detectors can quickly acquire the new biases even with only a few training images per class. In computer vision applications, biases may not match those of any existing dataset, they may change over time, adversaries may exploit the biases of a system, etc.

The dataset-dependent nature of existing object detectors is well-understood with several other approaches – aside from scale – having been attempted to alleviate this problem. Some focus on the datasets themselves, e.g., Khosla et al. [17] subdivide datasets into partitions that are sufficiently different, something possible only if datasets have enough variety in them. Others focus on the models, e.g., Zhu et al. [2] train models that separate foregrounds and backgrounds explicitly to become more resilient to biases. Demonstrating the value of models that have robustness built into them by design requires datasets that control for biases – controls are not just a sanity check, they encourage better research.

Some datasets, such as MPII cooking [18], KITTI [19], TACoS [20], CHARADES [21], Something-Something [22], AVA [23], and Partially Occluded Hands [24] collect novel data. Explicitly collecting data is difficult, as evidenced by the large gap in scale between these datasets and those collected from existing online sources. At the same time, explicit instructions and controls can lead to more varied and interesting datasets. These datasets on the whole do not attempt to impose controls by systematically varying some aspect of the data – users are prompted to perform actions or hold objects but are not told how to do this or what properties those actions should have. Workers choose convenient settings and manners in which to perform actions leading to biases in datasets.

3 Dataset construction

ObjectNet is collected by workers on Mechanical Turk who image objects in their homes; see fig. 3. This gives us control over the properties of those objects while also ensuring that the images are natural. We asked workers to image objects in 4 backgrounds (kitchens, living rooms, bedrooms, washrooms), from 3 viewpoints (top, angled at 45 degrees, and side), and in 50 object rotations. Rotations were uniformly distributed on a sphere, after which nearby points were snapped to the equator and the poles. We found that workers are able to pose objects to within around 20 degrees of
Figure 3: Workers select one object that they have available from a small number of choices. They are shown a rectangular prism, in blue, with two labeled orthogonal axes in red and yellow. These labels are object-class specific, so that workers can register the object correctly against the rectangular prism. We do not show workers images of desired objects to not bias them toward certain instances. Workers see an animation of how the object should be manipulated, perform this manipulation, and then align the object against the final rectangular prism rendered on their camera. Not shown above is the post-capture review UI to ensure that images contain the right objects and are not blurry.

rotation depending on the axis, although the uniformity of the resulting rotations varies by class. This could be more accurate, but we intentionally did not show instances of object classes to workers in order to avoid biasing them toward particular instances. In roughly one third of the trials we showed a rotated 3D car (cars do not appear in our dataset) as an additional cue for the desired rotation.

Workers are transitioned to their phone using a QR code, an object is described to them (but no example is shown), and they verify if an object that matches the description is available. A rectangular prism is then presented with labeled faces that are semantically relevant to that object, e.g., the front and top of a chair. Each object class was annotated with two semantically meaningful orthogonal axes, a single axis if the object class was rotationally symmetric, or no axis if it was spherical. We found that describing such parts in a manner that leads to little disagreement is difficult and requires careful validation. While this provides a weak bias toward particular object instances – one might imagine a chair with no distinctive front – it is necessary for explaining the desired object pose.

The rectangular prism is also animated to show the desired object pose. The animation starts with the rectangular prism representing the object in a default and common pose, e.g., the front of a chair facing a user and the top pointed upward, and then transitions it into the desired pose. Another animation shows the viewpoint from which the object should be imaged. We found that animating such instructions was critical in allowing workers to determine the desired object poses.

Workers are asked to move the object into a specific room, pose it, and image it from a certain angle. The rectangular prism was overlayed on their phone camera in the final desired position with the arrows marking the class-specific semantically-relevant faces. This also proved critical as remembering the desired rotation for an object is too unreliable.

This process annotates every image with three properties (rotation, viewpoint, and background); it controls for biases by sampling these properties randomly, thus allowing us to include objects in rotations and scenes that are unusual. Each image is validated to ensure that it contains the correct objects and that any identifying information is removed.

To select object classes for the dataset, we listed 420 common household objects. Of these, 55 classes were eliminated because they are not easily movable, e.g., beds (16 classes), pose a safety concern, e.g., fire alarms (8), were too confusing to subjects, e.g., we found little agreement on what armbands are (10), posed privacy concerns, e.g., people (5), or were alive and cannot be manipulated safely, e.g., plants (2); numbers do not add because classes were excluded for multiple reasons. In addition, 52 object classes were too rare, e.g., golf clubs. Data was collected for 313 object classes, with $\approx 160$ images per class on average with a standard deviation of 44.
Workers did not always have instances of every class. For each image to be collected, they were given ten choices out of which to select one that is available or request ten other choices. This naturally would lead to an extreme class imbalance as the easiest and most common classes would be vastly overrepresented. To make the class distribution more uniform, we presented objects inversely proportional to how frequent they are; the resulting distribution is fairly uniform, see fig. 4.

Objects were described to workers using one to four words, depending on the class. Two exceptions were made, for forks and spoons, as user agreement on how to label two orthogonal faces of these object classes is very low; rough sketches were shown instead. When aligning their object and phone, workers were instructed to ignore the aspect ratio of the rectangular prism. We found that having a single aspect ratio, a cube for example, for all object classes was very confusing to workers. Each object class is annotated with a rough aspect ratio for its rectangular prism. This again represents a small bias toward particular kinds of objects, although this is alleviated by the fact that most objects did not fit a rectangular prism anyway. Deformable objects were still rotated and users followed those rotations aligning the semantically meaningful axes with object parts, but other details of the object pose were not controlled for.

No instructions were given about how to stabilize objects in the desired poses. When necessary, some workers held the objects while other propped them up. For each image, workers were asked two questions on their phone collection UI: to verify that the image depicts an object of the intended class and that it is not too blurry. In many indoor lighting conditions, particularly with low-end cameras, it is easy to take unrecognizable photos without careful stabilization. We estimate the task took around 1.5 minutes per object on average and workers were paid 10 dollars per hour on average.

In total, 95,824 images were collected from 5,982 workers out of which 50,000 images were retained after validation and included in the dataset. Each image was manually verified. About 48% of the data collected was removed. In 10% of images, objects were placed in incorrect backgrounds, showed faces (0.2% of images), or contained other private information (0.03% of images). We found that despite instructions, many users took photos of screens if they did not have an object (23%) – these were removed because on the whole they are very easy for models to recognize. Centralized locations that employ workers on Mechanical Turk were eliminated from the dataset to ensure that objects are not imaged on the same backgrounds across many workers (20%). Note that some problem categories overlapped. So as not to bias the dataset toward images which are easy for humans, validators were instructed to be permissive and only rule out an image of an object if it clearly violated the constraints. Since workers who carry out the task correctly do so nearly perfectly, while workers who do not, carried out almost every trial incorrectly, we have additional confidence that images which are hard to recognize depict the correct object classes.

This dataset construction method is not without its limitations. All objects are indoor objects which are easy to manipulate, they cannot be too large or small, fixed to the wall, or dangerous. We cannot ask workers to manipulate objects in ways that would damage or otherwise permanently alter them. Some object classes which are rare can be difficult to gather and are more likely to have incorrect images before validation. Not all undesirable correlations are removed by this process; for example, some objects are more likely to be held than others while certain object classes are predisposed to have particular colors. We are not guaranteed to cover the space of shapes or textures for each object class. Finally, not all object classes are as easy to rotate, so the resulting poses are still correlated with the object class.

4 Results

We investigate object detector performance on ObjectNet using an image labeling task; see section 4.1. Then we explain this performance by breaking down how controls affect results; section 4.2. Finally we demonstrate that the difficulty of ObjectNet lies in the controls, and not in the particular properties of the images, by fine-tuning on the dataset; section 4.3.

4.1 Transfer from ImageNet

We tested six object detectors published over the past several years on ObjectNet, choosing top performers for each year: AlexNet (2012) [4], VGG-19 (2014) [5], ResNet-152 (2016) [6], Inception-v4 (2017) [7], NASNET-A (2018) [8], and PNASNet-5L (2018) [9]. All detectors were pre-trained
Figure 4: The distribution of the 313 object classes, backgrounds, rotations, and viewpoints in the dataset. The class distribution is fairly uniform due to biasing workers toward low-frequency objects. Object backgrounds, viewpoints, and rotations were sampled uniformly but rejected data can skew the distribution. Each image is also labeled with a 3D rectangular prism and semantically meaningful faces for each object. Spherical objects pop out of the rotation histogram as they have a single rotation. (*) Note that object rotations are less reliable than this indicates: not all objects are equally easy to rotate, the actual rotations of objects pictured in the dataset are less uniform. This represents the object rotations that workers were asked to collect. While this is also true for background and viewpoint, we expect that the true rotation graph is more skewed than the other two.


Figure 5: The 313 object classes in ObjectNet. We chose object classes that were fairly common, not too similar to one another, cover a wide range of objects available in homes, and can be safely manipulated by workers. The 113 classes which overlap with ImageNet are marked in italics.
Figure 6: Top-1 performance of ResNet-152 pretrained on ImageNet on the subset of ObjectNet – 113 classes which overlap with ImageNet – as a function of controls used. No fine-tuning was performed; see section 4.3. Classes such as plunger, safety pin and drill have 60-80% accuracy, while French press, pitcher, and plate have accuracies under 5%. Background, rotation, and viewpoint are reranked for each class and then aggregated. All controls have a significant effect on performance and explain the poor performance on the dataset as the disparity between the best and worst performing settings of each of these is 10-20%. The rotation graph is affected by the fact that per-object-class rotations are not uniform. Some per-class rotations are not available, due to the data cleanup phase, meaning that later bins contain few images per class.

on ImageNet and tested on the 113 object classes which overlap between ObjectNet and ImageNet. Performance drops by 40-45% across detectors regardless of top-1 or top-5 metrics; see fig. 1. This performance gap is relative to the performance of detectors on the overlapped classes in ImageNet – our chosen classes were slightly difficult than the average ImageNet class. Increased performance on ImageNet resulted in increased performance on ObjectNet but the gap between the two does not show signs of closing.

4.2 The impact of controls on performance

One might wonder about the cause of this lowered performance, even on classes shared with ImageNet. In fig. 6, we break down performance by controls. There is a large gap in performance as a function of background, rotation, and viewpoint. Distributions over these properties were first computed by object class, reranked from highest to lowest performing, and averaged across object classes. If these were irrelevant to detectors and detectors were robust to them, we would see a fairly uniform distribution. Instead there is a large performance gap depending on the background (15%), rotation (20%) and viewpoint (15%). Note that this is despite the fact that we only gave general instructions about backgrounds; we did not ask users where in a room to pose an object and how cluttered the background should be. These together account for much of the performance difference: if one recreates dataset bias by choosing only the better-performing conditions for these controls, object detector performance is mostly restored to that which is seen in ImageNet and other datasets.

4.3 Fine-tuning

To emphasize that the difficulty of ObjectNet lies in the controls, and not in the particulars of the data, we – as a one-time exception to the clause which forbids updating parameters on the dataset – fine-tune on the dataset. Kornblith et al. [25] carry out a comprehensive survey on transfer learning from ImageNet to 11 major datasets. On those 11 datasets, training on only 8 images per class increased top-1 accuracy by approximately 37% with variance 11% – only two datasets had less than 30% performance increase because baseline performance was already over 60% with transfer
learning on a single image. We used a ResNet-152, trained on ImageNet, and retrained its last layer in two conditions. The first, using a subset of the ObjectNet classes which overlap with ImageNet. Top-1 performance without fine-tuning is 29%, while with fine-tuning on 8 images, it is 39%, and with 16 images, it is 45%. Far less of an increase than on other datasets despite using only classes which overlap with ImageNet, an easier condition than that investigated by Kornblith et al. [25]. Even using half of the dataset, 64 images per class, one only reaches 50% top-1 accuracy.

This is an optimistic result for detectors as it restricts them to classes which were already seen in ImageNet. The more common fine-tuning scenario is to tune on object classes which do not necessarily overlap the original dataset. Including all 313 ObjectNet classes, yields top-1 accuracies of 23% and 28% for 8 and 16 images respectively. Even using half of the dataset, 64 images per class, top-1 accuracy only reaches 31%, far lower than would be expected given the efficacy of fine-tuning on other datasets. Unlike in other datasets, merely seeing images from this dataset does not allow detectors to easily understand the properties of its objects.

5 Discussion

ObjectNet is challenging because of the intersection of real-world images and controls. It pushes object detectors beyond the conditions they can generalize to today. ObjectNet is available at objectnet.dev along with additional per-image annotations. Our dataset collection platform is extremely automated, which allows for replacing ObjectNet and recollecting it regularly to prevent overfitting hyperparameters or model structure.

Our preliminary results indicate that human performance on ObjectNet when answering which objects are present in a scene is around 95% across seven annotators. The images which are consistently mislabeled by human annotators are difficult for two primary reasons: unusual instances of the object class or viewpoints which are degenerate. We intend to more carefully investigate what makes objects difficult to recognize for humans as we remove information from the foreground or the background or reduce the viewing time. Predictors for how difficult an image or object is to recognize could see many real-world applications. It is unclear how human-like the error patterns of object detectors are, and if with sufficiently constrained inputs and processing times, human performance might approach that of object detectors.

Aside from serving as a new test set, ObjectNet provides novel insights into the state of the art for object recognition. Detectors seem to fail to capture the same generalizable features that humans use. While steady progress has been made in object recognition, the gap between ObjectNet and ImageNet has remained; since AlexNet no detector has shown a large performance jump. More data improves results but the benefits eventually saturate. The expected performance of many object recognition applications is much lower than traditional datasets indicate. Object detectors are defeated in a non-adversarial setting with simple changes to the object imaging conditions or by choosing instances of objects which appear normal to humans but are relatively unlikely – this makes safety critical applications for object detection suspect. These facts hint toward the notion that larger architectural changes to object detectors that directly address phenomena like those being controlled for here (viewpoint, rotation, and background), would be beneficial and may provide the next large performance increase. ObjectNet can serve as a means to demonstrate this robustness which would not be seen in standard benchmarks.

We find ourselves in a time where datasets are critical and new models find patterns that humans do not, while our tools and techniques for collecting and structuring datasets have not kept up with advances in modeling. Although not all biases can be removed with the techniques presented here, e.g., some materials never occur with certain object classes and some rotations are difficult to achieve, many important classes of biases can. A combination of datasets with and without controls using real-world and simulated data are required to enable the development of models that are robust and human-like, and to predict the performance users can expect from such models on new data.
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